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Uniop Exor india is a manufacturer and a distributor of fully integrated HMI and control system solutions that
provide the user with the flexibility to configure HMI solution to meet their application requirements. For complete
solution of PLC, Control device and Digital I/O panel, integrating for the different process applications with different
functions and of different manufacturers, we have developed a customized UniOP Indias HMI for integration of our

HMI panel with different PLC and controller. The UniOP Indias HMI Panel is a one stop HMI solution for HMI and
Control applications. The PLC panel of the UniOP is loaded with the same software with the Uniop PLC panel to load

the complete application as the UniOP panel. Applications such as hardware drivers, software application, the
analog I/O panel analog I/O panels and other miscellaneous application such as Hi-low control, graphic panels that

can be used for analog and digital I/O panels. The UniOP panel has analog I/O and A/D and D/A converters..The
UniOP panel can be used with the embedded software and can be used as a standalone panel or can be embedded

in the HMI system. The UniOP Panel is fully integrated with the PC / Tablet / mobile app and can be used for
command interfacing with the PLC and other devices. We can also host the UniOP panel application on the cloud,
providing remote access to the panel from the PC, Tablet or mobile. Uniop Exor Indias goal is to penetrate deeper
into the Indian automation space in terms of geography and verticals to provide the benefit of using these world

class HMI products and solutions to its potential users specially in the Industrial, Building and the Marine
Automation market. We are committed to serve our customers with the On time delivery of the products, provide
the required product training to enable our customers to take the best from the features provided and to support

them with prompt and effective world class after sales support services.
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Exor's commitment to its customers is reinforced by its industrial know how and continuous development of its HMI
solutions. With EXOR, you never need to switch between software applications during the commissioning of a new
system and from the supporting consultancy through during the lifecycle of your HMI or control project. Exor will be

providing a complete suite of support applications for both the personal as well as the corporate and university
users. All of these tools provide a much needed interoperability to the HMI users. Exor will provide the HMI users
with the support needed to take advantage of its products to the full. The company has also made a proactive

marketing to existing customers of UniOP programs through various specially prepared training classes. Regular
HMI supported training courses is organized to upgrade the existing customers using the UniOP modules. The on-

job training is also available for the workers for installation and commissioning the UniOP equipments. The eSMART
series e2500 is the most economical option in the market and offers features not found in any other unit in its

class. Uniop's product line consists of four systems from the US $3,000 to US $10,000 and four advanced systems
from US $21,000 to US $38,000. These products will be available in time for the 2013 show season. Exor has also
taken initiative to attract new users through an ongoing marketing program to make eSMART product the lowest

priced HMI system on the market. This marketing will help create new user value for eSMART system.On a regional
basis, Exor has built up customer value by servicing its product through a large number of users, upgraders, and

support operators. 5ec8ef588b
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